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Introduction

•Previous research related type, frequency, and salience of isolated gestures to personality
traits, cognitive skills, and empathy levels in adults (Hostetter & Alibali, 2006; Chu &
Kita, 2011; Hostetter & Potthoff, 2012; Chu, Meyer, Foulkes, & Kita, 2014)

•More information might be hidden in gesture sequences than in single gestures

•Empathic people might structure their gestures differently from less empathic people,
because gestural communication is shaped in part by speakers’ desire to communicate
information clearly to their listeners (Hostetter, Alibali, & Schrager, 2011)

•We present a pattern-based classification approach to predict empathy levels in adults
based on sequences of gestures they produced

Approach

•Pattern-based sequence classification (PBSC) is an approach that aims to identify
discriminative patterns in longer sequences of symbols (van Zaanen & Gaustad, 2010)

•PBSC has been used to identify patterns in written language (van Zaanen & van de Loo,
2012) and musical notations (van Zaanen, Gaustad, & Feijen, 2011)

• Subsequences (n-grams), representing consecutive gestures, are used as patterns

Training Classification

1. Extract all potential patterns from dataset 1. Apply patterns to unseen sequence

2. Identify patterns that help best to classify 2. Select class that matches best

Weights

•Patterns receive weight per class

– High weight means high classification strength

– tf*idf is measure taken from Information Retrieval

•Term Frequency: tf of pattern i in class j measures
regularity

• Inverse Document Frequency: idf of pattern i measures
discriminative power

• tf*idf is the combination of tf and idf

tf i,j =
ni,j∑
k nk,j

idf i = log
|D|

|{d : ti ∈ d}|

tf*idf i,j = tf i,j × idf i

Vector space

•Patterns can be seen as vectors

•Vector space has classes as dimensions

• Sequences of gestures are represented as vectors

– Sum of matching patterns

•Classification according to k-NN (k = 1)

– Cosine distance metric

cos(φ) =

∑n
i=1Ai ×Bi√∑n

i=1(Ai)2 ×
√∑n

i=1(Bi)2

φ1 φ2

Dataset

• 122 English native speakers (19.41 (±4.85) year old)

• 11,032 annotated speech-accompanying gestures

•Three symbolic data representations (symbol types)

– Semantics (type of gesture): 7 unique symbols

– Salience (size of gesture): 4 unique symbols

– Handedness (which hand(s)): 3 unique symbols

•Empathy Quotient (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004)

– Scores (0–80) linearly subdivided into 2–6 classes

Method

•Three distinct datasets (one per symbol type)

– relate symbolic gesture sequences to empathy levels

•Compare performance of PBSC system using longer patterns (n = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6)
with the performance of the system single gestures (n = 1)

•Measure accuracy of the system through 10-fold cross-validation

Results
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• Straight horizontal lines represent pattern length (n) = 1 (baseline of single gestures)

•Panels represent different number of classes (i.e., 2 means low versus high empathy)

• Increasing number of classes: idf has more effect, but there is less training data available

• Significant effects with 4 or 5 empathy classes: longer patterns outperform short patterns

Conclusion

•The pattern-based sequence classifier (PBSC) works well with gesture data

•Gesture sequences predict empathy levels in adults better than single gestures

•Typically, the best system performance is obtained with 4 or 5 empathy classes

– Short patterns have low discriminative power, but occur frequently

– Long patterns have high discriminative power, but do not occur frequently enough

•The system’s performance depends on a complex interaction between the number of
unique symbols, the number of classes, and the amount of training data

•PBSC is potentially widely applicable (e.g., visual, auditory, and motor sensory domains)
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